My dear colleagues,
Collaboration has advantages

PSP WINS TOP HONOURS

Collaborative practices can be helpful for schools and
teachers. Collaborative opportunities allow schools
to reflect on their challenges and to work together to
find workable solutions to common problems.
Collaborative opportunities help teachers build
networks of relationships through which they can
reflect on teaching practices, share ideas and
strategies, and build their knowledge together with
others.

We are delighted to announce that the PSP has won
the prestigious NSTF (National Science & Technology
Forum) award in the SCIENCE ENGINEERING &
TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION (SETI) 2014/15 NGO
category, for excellence in Maths and Science
education
and
training
through
teacher
development.

Collaboration within schools builds a coherent
system, in which the curriculum, resources, teaching
and learning strategies, and assessments are
coordinated within and across grades. It helps to
create a positive climate for learning, a culture of
sharing within and between schools and can help
improve learner results. Collaboration between
schools helps school management teams (SMTs)
share knowledge and effective practices, and work
together for the benefit of many children
The PSP introduced separate courses for SMTs into
the 2015 Innovation Project. Collaborating with SMTs
on their School Improvement Plans (SIPs) has helped
the PSP to better understand the difficulties
experienced by schools, and to organize professional
development around the particular education and
training needs of teachers and schools.
PSP wishes all schools, teachers and learners an
AMAZING third term 2015.

Zorina Dharsey
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The Minister of Science & Technology, Naledi Pandor
presents the award to Zorina Dharsey at the gala dinner.

These NSTF awards celebrate and promote
outstanding science engineering, technology and
innovation in SA. This is also a platform for profiling
role models in the various fields of SETI.
Winning this award has created an opportunity for
the PSP to showcase its work nationally.
We are grateful to Janet Marx of The Oppenheimer
Memorial Trust and Lulama Boyce, representing
Coronation Fund Managers who kindly supported the
PSP at the event.
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PSP NEWS
LESSONS FROM THE JMP PROJECT

Young teachers found the JMP mentoring support in
the classroom very helpful as they learned to cope
with school and the demands of teaching.

PSP EXTENDS BENEFITS OF THE JMP
The South Education District requested the PSP to
present targeted courses for a large group of firsttime teachers and IMG Managers.

Nastassja
Sauls of
Springdale
Primary was
mentored by
Nadiema
Gamieldien

Masixole Yese
of Siyazakha
Primary
benefitted
from the
expert
guidance of
his mentor,
Novosti Buta.

PSP was also invited to present its work in the JMP
with novice teachers to over 20 Subject Advisers
from the Central Education District.

NEW LOGO FOR THE PSP
The PSP developed and launched it’s new logo
recently. While it was time to refresh and renew the
old logo, we felt it was
important to keep the
recognisable look and feel
of the PSP brand.
We thank Zoe Wilkinson
and through her, Jos in the
UK, for his generous probono time and creativity in
producing our new logo.
We hope you like it as much as we do!
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PSP NEWS
JMP BENEFITS EXTENDED
BEYOND THE WESTERN CAPE

As part of its programme to extend the benefits of
mentorship and expand the reach of the JMP, Zorina
Dharsey visited The
Education Faculties
of various Higher
Education
Institutions (HEIs)
during the second
term. Zorina
presented the
TeachSmart
handbook and
described the many
ways in which
students could use
the handbook.
At the University of
Kwa Zulu Natal (left)
Zorina met Dr
Ntombela, Coordinator for
Teaching & Learning
at the Faculty. They
discussed how
students could
integrate content
from the handbook
into their teaching
and learning
programme.
PSP was also
well received
by Professor
Duku and her
team at the
University of
Fort Hare.
At both
institutions the
Faculty staff
decided to
insert the
TeachSmart
Handbook onto
their student book lists from 2016.

MANY LEARNERS ENJOY PSP’S
ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION WORK
Ninety-nine Grade 6 learners from Harvester Primary
in Mitchell’s Plain travelled by bus to the Edith
Stephens Nature Reserve and enjoyed learning about
food chains and food webs and ecosystems. The best
part for them was being outside and catching a
variety of animals in a plastic jar.
Everyone was careful not to hurt the animals they
captured. The animals were housed in containers
temporarily and were released at the same spot
unharmed after the children completed their
observations.

It’s fun to look for small animals!

Grade 6 learners from Harvester Primary, spying a
small animal in its habitat.
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The biggest animal they saw was the carpenter bee
with his distinctive yellow and black stripes. The
children were fascinated to hear that the shape of the
flower is designed for a bird with a long beak but the
carpenter bees ‘cheat’ by chewing a hole at the base
of the flower to get at the sweet nectar. Bees and flies
are also attracted to the showy orange flowers and a
wily lizard lay in wait to catch a meal.

PSP NEWS
Jennifer Taylor (left) and
Chelsea Toth (below)
spent 6 weeks with the
PSP. They interviewed a
number of first-time
teachers participating in
our latest JMP project
cycle and wrote their
stories. These will be
used as case studies and go into a new PSP case
studies booklet telling the stories about how
individuals have benefitted from this mentorship
project.
Case studies are a
powerful
method
of
sharing personal stories
about the benefits of
participating
in
programmes,
and
in
particular,
the
PSP’s
specific
training
and
support programme for

Butterflies, moths, bees, beetles, ants, millipedes,
snails, spiders and grasshoppers were just some of
the animals that they caught. Back in the classroom
everyone was able to see what the animals looked like
under the microscope. The moving parts, coarse hairs
and huge eyes were interesting to see but the
children seemed to be most amazed by the size of the
chewing mouthparts (called mandibles) of the
grasshopper.
All the animals were placed back into their habitats.
Kauthar Jacobs commented “I enjoyed being here
because I did practical work outside and learnt about
animals. I feel very happy because I experienced a
wonderful day”.

INTERNS FROM KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
Through a collaboration with the University of
Kentucky, USA, the PSP hosted two UK students who
spent some time at our offices recently.

novice teachers.
We are very grateful to them for their dedicated work
and writing compelling articles following their
interviews. We wish them well as they continue their
own studies and hope to see them visit South Africa
again.

WELCOME TO OUR NEW
PSP OFFICE MANAGER
We are pleased to welcome Glenda Shupinyaneng
who joined the PSP in her role as Office Manager in
April this year. We welcome Glenda taking charge of
PSP office operations. You’ll hear her answer all calls
as she guides you to the appropriate staff.
“I am delighted to
join the PSP. I see a
great future ahead
and am thrilled to
be working with
PSP Facilitators
who are so
passionate about
driving change”.

Glenda Shupinyaneng: PSP new Office Manager

